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Weather Warning Commentary & MAP, update 25.03.13
Europe, Britain+Ireland EASTER BREAK Frid March 29 to Mon April 1st
-

Further to update issued 20Mar which repeated WeatherAction warning of 25Feb (based on forecast maps of
15Feb) for THE WORST EASTER BREAK FOR DECADES in Britain+Ireland and North Europe
NOTE media are expected to acknowledge the origin of the warning the that this will be:
“THE WORST EASTER BREAK FOR DECADES - according to WeatherAction long range forecasters
who first made this prediction at least 4 weeks ahead”

INFORMATION NOTE WeatherAction forecast update to subscribers issued 20 Mar stated:
We have witnessed a dramatic shift of the Jet Stream southward –
firstly as our Long range forecasts implied and then further than
expected. This represents a general shift of the NH (at least NW
Atlantic – Europe) Jet stream to lower latitudes and spelt out:
=> 21-25 March [Public]. The low pressures will continue notably
further south than in the long range forecast giving cyclonic /
cyclonic East (esp in N) conditions over B+I with cold and
sometimes snowy conditions continuing.
st
=> 26 March to April 1 inc Easter break. [to Subscribers] The
deep active ‘dartboard’ type lows are still expected especially in the
R4 periods 26-29 and 30-31 but they will track further south so the
snow content in them will increase and reach blizzard levels in
North parts and rain / wintry conditions already forecast for central
parts will turn to snow especially in the second half of the Easter
st
st
break – 31 to 1 . Our warning of The Worst Easter break for
th
decades (based on forecast maps issued 15 Feb) stands - even
more dramatically.
This suggests the plunge to MIA (Mini-Ice-Age) conditions which WeatherAction predicted from years ahead are now
accelerating – hence our WeatherAction pdf “The new mini Ice Age is upon us” (Ides of March). Active pdf http://bit.ly/YwPTBH

WeatherAction EXTRA COMMENT & MAP issued Mon 25 Mar, am
 Key points announced in interview with Piers Corbyn on LBC radio ~7.55am

Note map is for subscribers and not for media /web circulation except by specific agreement)

“We confirm our warning that this (29 Mar-1Apr) will be (85% confidence) the worst Easter Break for decades
in Britain, Ireland and NW Europe in terms of travel disruption and general discomfort.
Strong biting wintry winds, snow and
blizzards are expected to blast
across most of the UK and Ireland in
two waves during the 4 day Easter
Break with heavy rain or sleet in
South and West parts at times.
The snow depths which could be 6
inches to a foot with drifting of feet in
places will be about double the
estimates of standard TV forecasts
from a day or so ahead.

Map details available now to Subscribers to
30d or 45d B+I or 30d Eu or ‘All’ Forecasts.
WeatherAction On-line Forecast shop:
http://www.weatheraction.com/wactmember5.asp

Brighter, less windy, but still cold
weather is likely later on Mon 1 April.
Most of Scotland will probably be
brighter with less snow than other
parts.”
● These cold snowy events are further aspects of the predicted developing Mini Ice Age due to generally declining solar
activity with lunar modulation and a clear negation of the delusional ‘theory’ of CO2 driven man-made Global Warming of
which there is no evidence for – only evidence against.
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